HOW TO USE THE
DATA SEARCH
TOOL
Creating customized labor
market information using
www.lmi.mt.gov
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Use this table of contents to get to the information topic you are looking for.
Clicking on the page number will take you to the right page automatically. The
content order follows the categories as they are listed in the first data search
drop down list. Throughout the document there are underlined links to move
you easily from one place to another.
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What is the data
search tool?

1
Select a category in the first drop
down box and then related options
will show up in the second drop
down box.

Back to table of contents

The data search tool lets you create a customized
report to get just the amount of labor market
information you are looking for, no more, no less.

2
After you make the first two category
selections, the data search tool will
pop up new filters to pick from.
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I want to find
a list of
businesses
Where does the list come
from?
How do I create my list?
How do I download my
list?
What are the limitations?

Back to table of contents

I want to find a list of Businesses

If you are looking for a list of
employers by area this category will
be the one you’ll want to use.

There are a few limits to
creating your report

Where does this data
come from?

The license limits the user to a list of
50 employers on a list at a time for
exporting.

We license this list from InfoGroup
through a grant from the
Employment and Training
Administration of the US Department
of Labor.

To export a list simply scroll down to
the bottom of the page and click on
the Download.xlsx button. The report
will open in Excel.

Back to table of contents

If you find inaccuracies
We do not produce this list ourselves.
Because of that this list does have
errors in it occasionally. If you find an
error in the list, please feel free to
contact us and we will do our best to
contact InfoGroup to make the
correction.
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How do I create my list of Businesses?

Create your customized list
To create your customized list of businesses,
select the county or counties you’d like to
search.
To select more than one county, use ctrl >click
to select as many counties as you need.
Remember that you can only see 50 at a time.

Generate your report
Simply click on the Generate Employer Report to get your
results.

Back to table of contents
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Your report

Download the Excel file

To view the next 50
businesses, click on Get
Next Results

Back to table of contents
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Your report

Back to table of contents

You can sort on any column
heading by clicking the up
and down arrows.
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I want to find
employment
information
By occupation

Selecting options for
industry information

By industry
How do I select options?
Selecting options for
occupational information

Selecting options for
American Indian
Reservations
Selecting options for
county information

Back to table of contents

I want employment information
What are the sources of
employment information?
There are four sources of
employment information:
 Occupational Employment (OES)
 Payroll Employment (QCEW)

 Payroll Employment Estimates
(CES)
 Total Employment (LAUS)

Which one do I need?

Occupational Employment

That’s not a simple question to answer.
It depends on what you want to do with
the information. To help you decide,
we’ll briefly describe each one.

If you want detailed information on
occupational employment and wages
use OES.

Industry Employment
If you want detailed information on
industry employment use QCEW, CES,
or LAUS.

Back to table of contents
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I want employment information by occupation
What are the sources of
employment information?
There are four sources of
employment information:
 Occupational Employment (OES)
 Payroll Employment (QCEW)
 Payroll Employment Estimates
(CES)

 Total Employment (LAUS)

Which one do I need?
That’s not a simple question to
answer. It depends on what you want
to do with the information. To help
you decide, we’ll briefly describe
each one.

Back to table of contents

Occupational Employment
Occupational employment comes from
the Occupational Employment
Statistics (OES) survey that is sent out
to a sample of Montana employers.

What does OES cover?
This survey measures occupational
employment and wage rates for all
full-time and part-time wage and
salary workers in nonfarm industries
covered by unemployment insurance.

What does OES NOT cover?
The survey does not cover the self-employed,
owners and partners in unincorporated firms,
household workers, or unpaid family workers.

What area types are available?
Data is available for the U.S., State, Metropolitan
Statistical Areas (Missoula, Great Falls, Billings),
and OES Regions (shown in the map above).

|
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I want employment information by industry
What are the sources of
employment information?
There are four sources of
employment information:
 Occupational Employment (OES)
 Payroll Employment (QCEW)
 Payroll Employment Estimates
(CES)

 Total Employment (LAUS)

Payroll employment (QCEW)
The Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages provides industry employment. The
data are collected by reports submitted by employers to the Montana Unemployment
Insurance program. Employment data represents the number of workers who worked or
received pay during the pay period including the 12th day of the month. Total wages
include gross wages and salaries, bonuses, profit sharing, commissions, severance pay,
and limited tips. Total wages are reported in the quarter paid and not earned.
This is the most complete count of employment available. However, there is a 5 month
lag time from the time the employment is reported to when it can be released.
If you want the most accurate employment data for industries covered under
unemployment insurance, this is the data you’ll want.

Back to table of contents
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I want employment information by industry
What are the sources of
employment information?
There are four sources of
employment information:
 Occupational Employment (OES)
 Payroll Employment (QCEW)
 Payroll Employment Estimates
(CES)

 Total Employment (LAUS)

Payroll employment Estimates (CES)
The Current Employment Statistics (CES) program provides a monthly count of persons
on non-farm establishments (including employees on paid sick leave, paid holiday, or
paid vacation) who work or receive pay for any part of the week that includes the 12th of
the month. It is a count of jobs by place of work, not people.
Individuals could be counted multiple times if they hold more than one job. Selfemployed, unpaid volunteer or family workers, domestic workers in households, military
personnel, and persons who are laid off, on leave without pay, or even on strike for the
entire reference period are not included in the data.
This is an ESTIMATE of jobs, not a complete count like the QCEW data. It gets
benchmarked once a year, which mean the estimates are compared to the actual counts
from QCEW and then are adjusted.

Back to table of contents
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I want employment information by industry
What are the sources of
employment information?
There are four sources of
employment information:
 Occupational Employment (OES)
 Payroll Employment (QCEW)
 Payroll Employment Estimates
(CES)

 Total Employment (LAUS)

Total Employment (LAUS)
The Local Area Unemployment Statistics (LAUS) program provides a monthly estimate of
an area’s labor force, employment, unemployment, and unemployment rates. Data is
taken from surveys and unemployment claims recorded during the monthly reference
week, which is usually the 12th day of each month. Statistics are an estimate of persons
by place of residence, not jobs or where a person works (remember that the CES data
are by job).
In order to be considered unemployed an individual must have had no employment
during the reference week of the 12th, been available for work, and have made an effort
to find employment for four weeks leading up to the reference week.
Because the LAUS program is a monthly ESTIMATE, it is also benchmarked over a year to
the QCEW data.

Back to table of contents
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How do I select my options?
Follow each drop down box that pops up and click on your desired options.

Area Type

Industry Levels and Codes

Most labor market information is
available by some type of geographic
location. In many cases you have the
option of U.S., State, and county area
options. Some data series also have
special regions, MSAs (metropolitan
statistical areas), and reservations.

Industry data is coded at multiple levels
with 2-digit industry codes being very
general and 6-digit codes being very
detailed. There can be data
suppression at the very detailed level
due to confidentiality rules. In that case
you may choose to go up to a less
detailed level.

Years
Historical data is available for some of
our labor market information. You can
select the time periods when more
than one time period is available.

Back to table of contents

Rate Type
Occupation Levels and Codes
For information on occupations you can select
the level of detail you want. Selecting 2-digit vs.
6-digit under occupation levels provides a less
detailed occupation list. There is only one
coding system available for occupations, the
Standard Occupation Code (SOC) so that is preselected for you.

For occupational information you can
select hourly wages, annual wages or
salary, or both.

|
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Selecting options for occupational information

Area Types

MSAs

Years, Time Periods and Code Types

You can pick all four
area types or any
combination that
you’d like. If picking
the Metropolitan
Statistical Area (MSA)
option, the box that
pops up provides
you with the three
available MSAs.

A metropolitan
statistical area is an
official urban region
designated by the
federal government
and used by
statistical agencies. A
metropolitan area
has an urban core
with a population of
at least 50,000
people. A
micropolitan area has
a population
between 10,000 and
50,000 people.

In some cases there is only one option to select, such as in the OES data for
years, time periods, and occupation and industry code types. Whenever there is
only one option, the data search tool will automatically select those options and
move you to the next option that provides multiple choices.

Back to table of contents
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Selecting options for occupational information

Occupation and
Industry Level
For OES there are three
choices of occupation level,
Total, All Occupations, 2digit Major Occupation
group and 6-digit Detailed
Occupation. The options
that show up are different
depending on which level
you choose.
Industry level is similar.
There are three options,
Total, NAICS 3-Digit and
NAICS 4-Digit.

Back to table of contents

If you get more or less data
than you expected, change
your occupation or
industry levels.

What is the difference?
Selecting the Total, All Occupations option moves past the Select Occupation Codes pick list
and straight to Select Industry Levels. The end result will be a list of the total number of people
employed in each industry. There will be no detailed occupations listed. Selecting the other
options will allow you to pick occupation titles prior to selecting the industry. Information that
will be in your report is:
 Mean Wages

Wages at the 10th, 25th, 75th, and 90th percentiles

 Median Wages

Number of employed

|
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Selecting options for industry information - QCEW

Area Types

Years, Time Periods, Ownership and Code Types

The Area Types for
QCEW information
are different from the
OES Area Types. We
do not have MSA’s or
OES regions,
however, we do have
American Indian
Reservations in this
data set. Selecting
that option brings up
the seven Montana
reservations.

For the reservations there is only one option to select under these categories, which also
includes ownerships.

Back to table of contents
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Selecting options for industry information - QCEW
Years, Time Periods, Ownership and Code Types
For county data there are a few more options to pick from. You can get historical industry data
back to 2000. Under time periods, you can select a quarter or annual. Because there is a lag in
QCEW data, annual data is only available midway into the following year. For example, in
January 2017, only 1st and 2nd quarter data are available. 3rd quarter data will be available soon.

Area Types
Selecting County
brings up a pick list
of county names. To
pick one county,
simply click on the
name. To select
consecutive counties
use Shift>Click and
to pick nonconsecutive counties
use Ctrl>Click.

Back to table of contents

Select
Industries
If you have a specific
industry in mind,
select it from the pick
list. However, if you
want all of the
industry data for a
county, check the
Select All box.
|
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Selecting options for industry information - CES

Years and Time
Periods
CES data is available
back to 1990. Annual
data becomes
available a few
months after the
beginning of the
following year.
Back to table of contents

Select Series Level(s)
In this selection pick list besides the usual Totals and NAICS
options there is a Domains and Sectors option. The Domains
are the Goods-Producing, Service Providing, and Private
Service-Providing. Sectors are the sub-categories under the
broad Domain categories. All of the CES data is not
seasonally adjusted. This means that the seasonal nature of
some industries during specific times of the year are not
accounted for.

What data are in the CES
reports?
Employment
 Hours worked (in select industries
only)
 Weekly and hourly earnings (in select
industries only)
 Weekly hours, weekly earnings and
hourly earnings for production |
20
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Selecting options for industry information - LAUS
Area Types
LAUS data includes
more area types than
the other programs.
Additional areas are
Cities above 25,000
population,
Micropolitan
Statistical Areas, as
well as the American
Indian Reservations.

Select Years
LAUS data is
available to 1990 and
just like the CES data,
annual data is
available a few
months after the
beginning of the
Number employed
following year. It is
also not seasonally
adjusted.

Employed

Back to table of contents

What data are in the LAUS reports?
Number unemployed

Civilian Labor Force

Unemployed

Unemployment Rate

Civilian
Labor Force
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I want to find
inflation
information

Back to table of contents

Inflation Data

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure of the average change in prices
paid by urban consumers for a fixed basket of goods and services.

CPI-U

CPI-W

The most commonly used index is the Consumer
Price Index for All Urban Consumers, or the CPIU. The CPI-U represents 87% of the total U.S.
population, but excludes consumers in rural
areas, in the armed forces, and those living in
institutions.

The CPI-W is the Consumer Price
Index for Urban Wage Earners and
Clerical Workers. The CPI-W
represents about 32% of the total
U.S. Population.

Back to table of contents

CPI data are
available back to
1913!
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CPI Since 1913

An interesting thing to do with historical CPI data is to chart it. You
can easily see the period of the Great Depression and the various
recessions just by looking at the times that the percent change
dipped below 0%.

The Great
Depression

Back to table of contents
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I want to find
license
information

Back to table of contents

What kind of information can I find on licenses?
Types of information
 License Authorities
 License History
 Occupational Training
Completers
 Occupational Training
Programs
 Schools and Training
Providers
This category of information is not
complete at this time. We will be
getting access to more data in the
future.
If you want to get specific
information on occupational licenses
use the website link for the Business
Standards Division of the
Department of Labor and Industry.

Back to table of contents

http://bsd.dli.mt.gov/
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I want to find
occupation
information

Back to table of contents

Occupation
Information
Occupational employment
and wages
We covered occupational
employment and wage information
under pages 11, 16-17.

Occupational employment
projections
Occupational employment
projections are very important to
educators, policy makers, and career
planners. You can find two-year and
ten-year projections using the data
search tool.

Area Types
Projections are done statewide and
for regions. This allows you to find
information for a smaller geographic
region.

Back to table of contents
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Occupation
Projections

Projection Period
Short term 2-year projections and two options for ten-year projections. Projections are updated
yearly.

Occupation Levels
Along with the Total All Occupations, Major, minor, and broad occupation groups are available
depending on the level of detail you need.

Industry Levels
Along with the Total All Industries, you can select the level based on the level of detail you need.

Back to table of contents
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Projections report

Back to table of contents

Columns can be sorted by
clicking on the up and down
arrows
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I want to find
population
information

Back to table of contents

I want to find population information
Job Commuting
Population by
Gender and Age
Groups
Population
Estimates

Population information is often combined with our other labor market
information to get a better picture of the labor market.

Job Commuting information is useful for economic developers and
employers to determine where they should put businesses and where the
available pool of labor lives. The data is compiled every ten years.

Population by Gender and Age Groups can help a business catering to a
certain demographic know where that demographic lives. This particular data
set includes not only U.S., State, and county data, but also Census Places. The
data come from the American Community Survey (ACS) and are 5 year
estimates.

Population Estimates is useful in determining the number of students
moving into different grade levels in school districts for instance. This set of
data also is available at Census Places. This data comes from the Census and
are annual estimates. (see image below)

Back to table of contents

Broadus population estimates 2009-2015
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I want to find
industry
projections

Back to table of contents

Industry projections

Back to table of contents

Creating a list of industry projections is very similar to the occupational
projections highlighted in an earlier slide (occupational projections). Select your
area, projection period, industry levels, codes and then occupation levels.
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I want to find
unemployment
insurance
claims

Back to table of contents

Unemployment Insurance Claims

Other than the year and time periods, there aren’t a lot of options that you need to select. What you get in your report is the total number
of claimants for each year and time period you select.

Detailed information on occupation, industry, age, gender, ethnicity/race and duration are not currently available. In the report pictured
here, you can see that the number of claimants in 2016 were higher in the winter months and much lower in the summer months, reflecting
the seasonality of Montana’s jobs.
Back to table of contents
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I want to find
wage
information

Back to table of contents

Wages and Income,
What’s the
difference?

Income Measures by Area
Unearned Income-payments
Wages
Taxes

The terms wages and income are
often substituted for each other,
however, wages and income are not
the same thing. Wages are money
paid for services performed during a
specific period of time. Income
includes money received from other
sources as well as from wages. Items
included in income are social
security, retirement, interest,
dividends, unemployment, etc.
When comparing data from multiple
sources, take care to check what the
data is covering. Are the sources
referring to wages or to income?
To learn how to get occupational
wages click here.
For industry wages click here.

Back to table of contents
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Terminology matters

Mean or Median, Which One
Should You Use?
It depends on your needs. The mean
wage can be affected by outliers, those
are wages that are either way higher or
lower than most of the other wages.
Comparing the Mean and Median wages
to the left for Office and Administrative
Support Occupations highlights the
differences. There is a 76 cent difference
between the mean wage and the median
wage. With the median wage, you can be
confident that it is representative of
those earning right in the middle of both
ends of the spectrum.

50% fall
below, 50%
above

Back to table of contents

By looking at the 10th percentile and the
90th percentile you get a good view of
the range of wages for an occupation.
Employers benefit from this information
by being able to see how competitive
their wages are and setting wages for
entry level and experienced workers. Job
seekers benefit by having accurate
information for negotiating wages and
|
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raises.

Income Measures by Area

Income data comes from the Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA). There is a
lag in the timeliness of the data,
however, under this category is the
ever popular Per Capita Income data.

Unearned income payments is another
selection under the Income and Tax
category. Data includes:

Per Capita income measures the
average income earned per person in
a given area.

 Medical

In the example above, the first
number is the total income for the
Billings MSA in the year 2014 which
ranked it as 229th in the country. The
second line shows the 2014 per
capita income for the Billings MSA of
$42,606, ranking it 129th in the
nation.

 retirement/disability

 income maintenance
 unemployment insurance
 Veterans
 education and training, and other at the
state and county level.

The last category under Income and
Taxes is Taxes. This data comes from the
US Census Bureau is a few years old. It is
only available at the US and State level,
not by counties or census areas. Data
provided are:

 Total All Tax
 Total Income Tax
 Property Tax
 Motor Fuels Sales Tax

 Tobacco Products Sales Tax
 Individual Income Tax

Back to table of contents

 Corporation Net Income Tax
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Need more help?
If you can’t find what you are looking for in our data search tool, check out
our other resources. The most frequently asked for information is often
found in our publications, blogs, or topical menus.
You can also contact us by using the Contact Us link in the footer of our
website. One of our Research Analysts or Economists will be happy to assist
with special data requests.
We also encourage you to sign up for our monthly Economy at a Glance.
Each month we provide an in depth article on some facet of Montana’s
economy.

Back to table of contents
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